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Class Definition
Under general supervision, performs semi-skilled manual and some
clerical work, involving moderate responsibility, complexity and
variety, to operate a sanitary landfill which is used only by
Commission under a state permit. Inspects truck cargo, maintains
security of landfill. Performs other related duties as assigned.
Examples of Important Duties
1.

Operates landfill. Opens and closes facility. Monitors utility
systems in office trailer. Inspects material to be deposited to
comply with county and permit statutes. Inspects fence and
water wells at landfill. Makes monthly measurements of water
depth in several wells at landfill. Makes minor repairs. Calls
for major maintenance and repairs. Insures that public roads
entering the site are mud and dust free. Maintains office
trailer. Maintains security of landfill. Calls Park Police in
emergencies.

2.

Inspects trucks. Inspects each truck (5-15/day) to ensure that
only plant matter (e.g., tree stumps, leaves, grass) and clean
construction rubble (e.g., lumber, bricks, concrete) are dumped
at landfill. Rejects other loans (e.g., garbage, cans, barrels,
asbestos, chemicals, paint). Rejects non-Commission trucks
unless driver has Commission permit (e.g., contractor doing work
for Commission.

3.

Coordinates dumping. Determines which areas of landfill will be
used and informs truck drivers where to dump loans. Inspects
work of bulldozer operator to ensure material is spread evenly,
compacted in accordance with state permit statutes, and covered
with dirt on a regular basis. Makes monthly measurements of
water depth in several wells at landfill. Stops dumping if
water level is too high.

4.

Keeps landfill records. Maintains records of water level and
each load dumped at landfill (e.g., date, truck, amount of
debris, type of debris).

5.

Assists State and County inspectors in making periodic
inspections of landfill.
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Examples of Important Duties (Continued)
6.

Performs related general clerical work to maintain records.

Important Worker Characteristics
A.

Knowledge of (1) Commission organization*; (2) Commission
policies and procedures*; (3) landfill operations; (4) state
landfill regulations*.

B.

Skill in operation of (1) calculator

C.

Ability to (1) understand a system of procedures; (2) calculate
fractions, decimals and percentages; (3) read routine reports
and correspondence; (4) write routine reports and
correspondence; (5) speak clearly; (6) provide courteous
service.

*

Developed primarily after employment in this job class.

Minimum Qualifications
1.

Demonstrated ability to read and write; and two years of office
or groundskeeping experience; or

2.

An equivalent combination of education and experience.

Working Conditions
Works in office. Moderate pressure to meet deadlines.
exposed to weather and dirt.

Occasionally

